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Abstract

The MS Real-Time Orbit Feedback System is
desieaed 10 stabilize the orbit of the stored positron beam
aminst low-frequency sources such as mechanical
v;bration and power supply ripple. A distributed array of
digital signal processors is used to measure the orbit and
compute corrections at a 1ki-fz rate. The system afso
provides extensive beam diagnostic tools. This paper
describes the architectural aspects of the system and
descnbek ~ how the orbit correction algorithms are
implemented.

1. Introduction

The APS is the foremost third-generation syrtchrotron
light source in the United States, delivering intense x-rays
to as many as 35 insertion-device and 35 trending-magnet
bearnIines. As with other fight sources, orbit stability is
critical in order to achieve the optimum performance for
the x-ray users. At APS the rms orbit motion must not
exceed 5% of the beam size, translating to lim”ts of 17jLrn
rms horizontrdly and 4.5ym rms vertically.

The APS real-time orbit feedback system provides real-
time (dynamic) control of low-frequency orbit
disturbances. The design provides for both global (long
spatial wavelength) orbit correction and for Iocrd
correction at the x-ray source points, although so far, only
the globaI system has been fully implemented.

The global feedback system has been in routine
operation with users since June 199?, producing up to
20dB attenuation of orbit motion in a band up to 30Hz.
Typical orbit motion with feedback is 8pm rms
horizontally and 3.5pm rms verticaI1y, both measured up
to 30Hz. Ultimately, a bandwidth of lCWZ is desired.

2. Overview

The concept of globaf orbit correction has been well
established in the literature [1,2]. Once a set of beam
position monitors (BPMs) and correctors has been
chosen, a linear ‘response matrix’ can be cfeterrnkted that
describes the change in the beam orbit when corrector
magnet currents are changed. Given appropriate system
dimensions, the relationship can be inverted
mathematically, producing a matrix mapping the
measured orbit to a set of corrector currents that will
rninirtize the orbit. This matrix is defined as the ●inverse
response matrix.’ Since the mapping is linear amd 6me-
invariant. the same matrix cart be used for static orbit
correction that is applied infrequently and for reaf-time
orbit correction that cancels dynamic orbit errors.

Tne .APS orbit feedback system makes orbit corrections o s-r j
at a lkHz sample rate. using in each plane 160 BP>Is to
measure the orbit and 38 dipole magnets to correct the
orbit errois. In all. 317 dipole magnets (correctors) are
available in each plane, but there are only 38 high-
bandwidth correctors suitable for global orbit feedback.
The remaining correctors will be used for local correction
at the x-ray source points.

3. Hardware Layout

The MS system is entirely digital, using digital signal
processors (DSPS) to perform the orbit correction
calculations and to implement closed-loop feedback on
each corrector magnet.

Since the BPM and corrector hardware are distributed
around the 1.Ikm storage ring, the orbit feedback
hardware is also distributed, with a total of 20 ‘slave’
stations accessing BPMs and correctors arid performing
orbit feedback calculations. A separate ‘master’ station
controIs the slaves and performs real-timedata analysis.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the slave stations. Each
station receives digitized data from 16 BPMs and sends
digitized setpoints to as many as 32 correctors. There are

also x-ray BPMs avaiIabIe on each beatnfine that measure
the trajectory of the x-ray beam as it travels from the
storage ring to the user’s experiment. Each station
contains one or more DSP processors for performing the
real-time calculations. A dedicated fiber-optic “reflective
memory” network provides deterministic data transfer
between stations. AH the stations are comected to the
APS controls network.
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Figure 1: Slave station interface-$.

11’teglobaf algorithm is divided by output channel (i.e.
by corrector), as illustrated in Figure 2. Each con-or
‘error’ is produced from the vector dot product of BP*f
errors and one row of the inverse response nM~.x- BY
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separating the inverse response matrix into rows, the
algorithm is split into 40 identical calculations, one for
each corrector. (The orbit feedback system has 40
corrector channels of which two do not actually connect
to corrector magnets.) Each calculation requires the same
vector of Bpk[ values as every other, but uses a different
row of the inverse response matrix. Each slave station
handles the calculations for two correctors in each plane
(four in total). The resulting ‘corrector errors” are
subsequently used to generate the updated comector
setpoints. The channels cart be treated independently so
long as they remain synchronized in time.

invefse response matrix corrector ‘errors’
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Figure 2 Separating the global algorithm.

4. Slave Stations

A more detded view’ of the slave stations is shown in
Figure 3. Each station is implemented in a VME crate
containing a Motorola MVME167 processor that runs
EPICS core routines under VxWorks [3]. Red-time
processing is performed with Texas Instruments TMS320
C30 and C40 floating-point DSP processors that reside
on Pentek VME boards. Interfaces to BPMs and
correctors are provided by custom electronics (PSIC,
CMPSI, MSI, XRI). Synchronized MHz clock ticks are
delivered to alI the stations from the APS timing system.
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Figure 3: Slave station architecture.

The reason for the mix of C30 and C40 processors is
mainly historical. The C30 processors were purchased
some time ago, before the C40 versions were available.
The more recently acquired C44k were chosen because of
their improved performance over the original C30S.

The figure sho~bs [M six DSP processors will be
ins[itlled in each slave: these will be used to implement
both global and Ioca[ orbit correction at a 2kHz samp~.ng
rate. The two main processors will have direct access to
the VME bus, with each hosting two auxiliary processors

over a MIX bus, Currently only the main C3f) DSP is
inscal!ed. and this is just sufficient to imp[ement global
orbit correction in both horizontal and venical planes at a
lkHz rate. It takes the processor about 900ys to complete
each cycle, of which 2C@.s is consumed in computing the
two vector dot products.

The reflective memory network (supplied by VMIC)
provides an essential link between the slave stations since
alI the BPM values must be transferred to all stations in
order to implement the global orbit correction algorithm.
The network is implemented with a ring topology over
fiber optic and is accessed like SIIy other bbck of
memory in VME-space. It provides deterministic data
transfer rates of 29.6Mbyteslsecond. Despite some
reliability problems with earlier versions of the prcduct,
this system has proven to be a very effective method of
transferring data at high speeds in a deterministic way.

In addition to transferring BPM errors from slave to
slave, the reflective memory is used to transfer real-time
quantities from each slave to the master station and to
provide an interchange of control and status information’
between the master and slave stations. A flowchart of the
sIave software is shown in F@ure 4.
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Figure 4: SIave station flowchart.

When a clock tick is received. each slave reads the
latest values from its local BPMs and writes the
computed errors to reflective memory. Once all slaves
have completed their n“tes, they all read back the entire
vector of 160 BPY1 errors (320 for the two planes).
Corrector errors are then computed from the dot product
of the BPM error vector and the appropriate row of the
inverse response matrix. The corrector errors are then
applied to a digital PID re-mlator before behg sent to the
corrector power supplies.

The process of readirrg 320 BPM values from reflective
memory has proven co be a si-mificant bottleneck. taking
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dmost 200u.s of the avzilable 1ms. The problem is
worsened Oy the iacI that VYIE block transfers are not
supported on the DSP boards used in the sIave stations,

.\dding a second main DSP processor wiIl allow us to
spread the burden of reading the BP.M vahres from
reflective memory. The plan is to separate the task such
that one main DSP will handle only horizontal orbit
correction and the other will handle only vertical orbit
correc~ion. The two DSPS will be staggered in time, with
the first DSP reading its 13PM values whiIe the other
waits. Once the first DSP has tinished accessing the
reflective memory, the second will stat reading its BPM
values. Thereafter the two DSPS will proceed
independently. This arrangement does mean that there
wiII be a delay between writing new horizontal and
vertical corrector setpoints, but since the two correction
planes & essentially decoup[ed, there wiIl be minimal
impact tlom doing this. By splitting the two correction
planes, it WN be possible to double the sampling rate to
2kHz despite the bottleneck of reading the BPM values
from reflective memory.

The four auxiliary DSPS will be used to implement
local correction at the x-ray source points. At this stige it
is unclear whether the iocal feedback algorithm will be
implemented using ‘local bumps* or using a second
inverse response matrix [4]. Depending on the chosen
algorithm, each slave may have to compute as many as
eight local bumps or 28 additional vector dot products.

5. Master Station

The original system design did not include provision
for a ‘master’ station. This was added in order to simpIi@
the task of synchronizing the operation of the 20 slave
stations. We have subsequently extended the
functionality of the master in order to incIude real-time
data analysis.

The master station, shown in Figure 5, differs horn the
siaves in that it has no access to BPMs or correctors and
has a different arrangement of DSP processors.

Controls Network
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Figure 5: Master station architecture

The single C40 DSP implements supervisory control
and some real-time analysis. The array of four C40s was
added to increase real-time processing capabilities. The

Wr[ion relies entirely on the r:tlective rneimory nemork
for dma manstkr between st.Itions.

The figure shows a second reflective memory bbard
connected via a P\lC bus to the army of four DSPS. This
wi11be added in order to speed up read access to the
reflective memory and will considerably improve the
effective throughput of the four C-MIprocessors.

Supervisory tasks irtchrde delivering system parameters
such as regulator PID settings and detecting problems
with the slaves via various status flags. For example, if
any control parameters exceed operating limits in one of
the slaves, the master rums off all the other slaves in
order to prevent dumping stored beam. Each slave ako
increments a “heartbeat’ register on each clock tick.
Missed heartbeats are detected by the master station and
reported to the APS control system.

The system can operate in several modes including the
normal ‘closed-loop’ mode. For example, we can drive
any of the correctors with a synthesized function (e.g., a
sinusoid) in order to carry out beam-related
measuremertts. We can also run the orbit correction in
‘single-step’ mode for algorithm checkout.

6. Reai-Time Beam Diagnostics

Significant effort has gone into providing red-time
beam diagnostics through the orbit feedback system,
taking advantage of the fact that 320 BPM values are
collected and processed at a 1kHz rate. InitiaIly the
diagnostics were aimed at quantifying orbit motion power
spectra and orbk feedback system performance. More
recently we have found the diagnostics equally useful for
anafyzing transient orbit motion that dumps stored beam,
as a tool for Iocating the sources of rms orbit motion.

‘Dspscope ’

This is the most elementary diagnostic, providing @
channels of user-selectable data collection. The system
cart collect 4000 data points from a variety of sousws.
including any of 640 BPM vahtes and 76 corrector errors.
There are also extensive triggering capabilities. Data is
accessed as EPICS waveform records.

‘AC Vohmeter’

This diagnostic follows the time evolution of a user-
selectable frequency in various signals. There are actually
two AC Vohnwters, the first operating on the 40
selectable channeIs of dspscope and the second opefafing
simultaneously on all 320 BP,M values in either piane.
The 320-channel AC Voffmefer is implemented using four
C40 DSPS. It takes about 800ws to read the 320 BP4M
values and compute one Fourier component in each.

when used with the ‘drive corrector’ mode, the AC
Vo[tmeter provides a fast method for measuring response
matrices, aIlowing measurement of a 320-BP.U by 38-
corrector response matrix in about ten minutes.



Correcfor Error S[atis[ics

.% each time step, a running mean and variance of each
corrector error is computed. These statistics are useful for
detecting malfunctioning of the orbit feedback system
itself md for detecting problems with BPMs.

Corrector Error History Buffers

In addition to computing corrector error statistics, we
also store the last 128mS of each corrector error in a
circukw buffer that is frozen when stored ber+tn is
dumped. Since the corrector errors provide a measure of
the location of any source of motion, we can often use
these history buffers to locaIize any source of unwanted
beam motion that results in an unintentional beam dump.

7. Real-~:me Algorithms

A major consideration in selecting algorithms for the
real-rime analysis is that the system is configured to run
the same identical code on each ckxk tick. Consequently,
algorithms that operate on blocks of time-sequence data
are more difficult to implement. Our a.Igorithms for
computing error statistics and frequency components are
all ‘sIicfing’ algorithms, updating previous results given
the latest data sample. The algorithms are straightforward
to derive and are described here for reference.

The mean value is simply the output of a Iowpass IIR
filter. The variartee is computed from the squase of the
difference between the instantaneous value and the mean,
with a Iowpass filter generating the expected value.

The sliding Fourier transform takes advantage of the
fact that the previous vahe of the Fourier component can
be updated given only the latest data sample and the
sample from N time steps earlier (for an N-point discrete
Fourier transform).The equation is as follow$

[ 1
&

-j2rT
Y (n) = Yk(n-l) +x(n) -x(n-N). e N
k

where YJn) is the &’ (complex) Fourier component at
time step n, Y~n-1) is the previous Fourier componenL
.xfn) is the latest data inpuL x(n-ZV)is the data input at
time step (n-iV), and N is the numk of points in the
discrete Fourier transform. It takes AI time steps for the
calculation to be completed, but thereafter, the Fourier
component is updated at every time step. The algorithm
is very efficient on a satrtpIe-by-sample basis, even
though it rqiires considerably more computations in
total than the corresponding FIT algorithm.

8. Code Development

The DSP software is developed on a Unix workstation
using the Texas Instruments TMS3203xfC4x Code
Generation Tools. While most of the code is written in
‘C”. procedures performing Operations on anays are
m-tten in C-caIlable assembly language routines in order
(o improve performance. The C code is compiled with
optindzation. This can cause unexpected behavior,

particuhrly ‘>hen the compi!er rearranges code to
minimize DSP pipelinecontlic[s. \Vhen this occurs,
inspection of the resulting compiler assembler output is
necessary to diagnose and correct the problem.

Code is downloaded to the DSP over the controls LAX
from the control system file server using tools in
SwiftNet. a product available from the DSP vendor [5].
These tools nrn on the VME controls processor under the
VxWorlts [3] real-time kernel. Our system is configured
to download the DSP software each time a feedback
VME crate is booted.

We have not made extensive use of debugging tools.
Rather, we have used reserved “test. Iocations in du~-
access RAM on the DSP to pass debugging information
to the VME controls processor. This method has little
impact on the DSP algorithm and allows us to debug at
the normal feedback system operating speed.

To date we have not used a DSP real-time kernel, but
have chosen to run a single task which Iinearfy executes
the feedback code. Thus we don’t incur any overhead due
to context switching. We wiIJ revisit this issue as we add
additional DSP processing power to the system.

9. Interface to the Control System

The DSP operation is controlled and monitoted through
data structures residing in drta.1-accessR4M on the DSP
board. Elements of these &ta structures are interfaced to
EPICS process variables through EPICS sequence
programs. VaIues such as BP.M readings and computed
corrector values are deposited in a data structure by the
DSP. A sequence program on the controIs proee$sor
periodically scans the data structure and deposits values
in corresponding process variables. The process vatiables
are controI system entities and therefore are accessible by
all the standard control system tools.

A separate EPICS sequence program transfers local
control information such as inverse response matrix rows,
BPM selection, etc., to the DSP resident data structure
and sets a flag commanding the DSP to load the new
vahres into fast heal static RAM. Global controls such as
feedback loop opdclose, filter cutoff frequencies, etc.,
are passed to the slave stations via the reflective memory.
The master station writes global control values to
reflective memory and sets a flag that commands sIave
stations to read in the new control infomtation.
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